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“By far the strongest support 
for a more positive stock 
market outlook in our work 
is the sequencing of the 
recovery and the technical 
price action.

Yet, we see the near-term 
market risk/reward as less 
favorable after the rebound 
given fundamental and 
macro challenges.”

Keith Lerner, CFA, CMT
Co-Chief Investment Officer
Chief Market Strategist 
Senior Managing Director

2023 is starting off as the mirror image of 2022

In 2022, stocks peaked in the first week of the year 
and went steadily down throughout the month. Bond 
yields shot higher as did the U.S. dollar index. Growth 
stocks fell hard, and a basket of popular smaller cap 
growth stocks declined over 20% in January. The 
volatility index doubled from its low during the month. 
The entire stock market decline at the beginning of the 
year, really into mid-year, was a result of valuation 
compression—this more than offset earnings, where 
trends were moving higher. 

In 2023, stocks have basically gone straight up 
since the start of the year, while bond yields and the 
U.S. dollar have moved lower. Growth stocks have led 
by a wide margin, and the same popular basket of small 
cap growth stocks are up well over 20%. The volatility 
index has steadily moved lower. The entire equity gains 
to date have been driven by expanding market 
valuations, which have more than offset declining 
earnings estimates.

For context, a large portion of this year’s gains are 
simply markets getting back to where they traded in 
December, around the time we published our annual 
outlook. The most beaten-up areas of the market have 
also benefitted on repositioning as year-end tax loss 
selling subsided. 

So upward and onward from here? We are keeping 
an open mind, one of the keys we see to navigating the

post-pandemic environment. However, the weight of the 
evidence suggests the risk/reward is less favorable 
following the recent rebound in risk assets.

By far the strongest support for a more positive 
stock market outlook in our work is the sequencing of 
the recovery and the technical price action. Markets 
often bottom when negativity is at an extreme.

• In classic fashion, the S&P 500 made its low of the 
cycle on October 13 of last year, the very day core 
inflation reached its highest level since 1982. 

• Since then, markets have showed resilience, 
market participation has broadened, and stocks 
have risen above important technical price and 
moving average levels. Defensive sectors have 
weakened. 

Yet, we see the near-term market risk/reward as 
less favorable after the rebound given fundamental 
and macro challenges. 

• The S&P 500 now trades at 18x forward earnings. 
In the past 30 years, stocks have only been able to 
sustain a higher valuation level twice – during the 
tech bubble and the pandemic overshoot. The peak 
level it achieved outside of the pandemic over the 
past decade was 18.5x. 
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• If the economy stays stronger, as illustrated by the robust January jobs 
report, we expect the Fed and other central banks to maintain a tight 
monetary policy. This is likely to put a cap on equity valuations. 

• Or, if instead, the economy starts to weaken as we progress through 
2023, this will likely translate into lower corporate profits and challenge 
asset prices. 

• Given still elevated macro and earnings risk alongside interest rates that 
are much higher than in the past decade, our view is stocks do not 
warrant an above-average premium. 

Several shifts to our positioning this month
Given the weight of the evidence and following the sharp rebound in 
capital markets, we are moving cash to more attractive. Stocks are 
moving toward the upper end of our expected range, and bonds have also 
rallied sharply since we upgraded them in late October.

We are reducing the magnitude of our U.S. equity tilt and slightly 
boosting international developed markets (IDM). We have benefitted from 
the significant outperformance of the U.S. over recent years. However, more 
recently, IDMs have performed better, and relative economic and earnings 
trends are improving. The one-two punch of a much warmer winter in Europe, 
helping to avoid an energy crisis, followed by the abrupt and unexpected 
reopening of China provided a positive shock to international markets. Our 
modest increase to IDM acknowledges incremental improvement.

The reason we are not increasing our outlook more aggressively, at least 
not yet, is even though IDMs are still trailing the U.S. markets by a wide 
margin over the past decade, the three-month performance has moved to a 
short-term extreme. Moreover, the U.S. historically tends to outperform during 
periods of a global slowdown, and we still have concerns around Europe’s 

ability to withstand the significant rate hikes underway by the European 
Central Bank. Also, the Ukraine-Russia war shows no sign of easing and 
could be set to escalate given the advanced weaponry pledged by NATO 
countries, including Abrams and Leopard tanks. Thus, we will continue to 
monitor developments and make additional shifts as appropriate.

We are also taking further steps to move toward a sector neutral stance, 
given the mixed signals in our work, until clearer leadership emerges.

• We are taking profits on the energy sector as we downgrade it to neutral 
for the first time since going overweight in February 2021. The sector’s 
earnings and relative price trends are softening alongside weaker oil and 
natural gas prices.

• We move the technology sector to neutral from underweight to 
acknowledge the improvement in relative price and earnings trends, 
which are offset by above-average valuations. 

• Industrials now represents our sole overweight and communications 
services our one underweight. 

Within fixed income, we still view corporate spreads as being overly 
optimistic and expect slower growth and rising default rates to lead to further 
spread widening this year. Thus, we continue to advise keeping fixed income 
allocations simple, with an emphasis on high quality bonds. 

Keith Lerner, CFA, CMT
Co-Chief Investment Officer 
Chief Market Strategist 
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Key forecasted ranges
U.S. GDP -0.5% to +0.7%
S&P 500 3400 to 4300
10-year U.S. Treasury 2.75% to 4.25%
Fed funds rate (year end) 4.50% to 4.75%

Global equity 6.75% 16.8%
U.S. large cap 7.00% 16.0%
U.S. small cap 8.25% 20.0%
International developed markets 6.00% 18.2%
Emerging markets (EM) 5.75% 24.5%

Long-term capital market assumptions (10 years)
Expected

Return
Expected 

RiskEquity

Intermediate-term municipals 3.25% 4.0%
U.S. core taxable bonds 4.50% 4.1%
U.S. government bonds 4.00% 4.5%
U.S. investment grade corporates 5.75% 6.5%
U.S. high yield corporates 6.50% 10.3%

Fixed income
Expected

Return
Expected 

Risk

Asset class view, forecasts & valuation*

For domestic use only
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Keep in mind that investing involves risk. The value of your investment will fluctuate over time, and you may gain or lose money.
*In this document, we express our high-level investment strategy views without portfolio context constraints. We aim to represent relative opportunities within each broader asset class. This allows us to signal what we are watching and where 
things are changing at the margin within positions that may differ from our asset allocation guidance and Strategy Portfolios. Long-term expected risk, return and correlation statistics are derived from the Portfolio & Market Strategy team’s capital market
assumptions process and are not guaranteed. Secular trends, such as demographics, global debt, inflation, etc. are initially assessed to determine the impact on global markets over the next decade. With an understanding of the current stage of the business
cycle, a combination of quantitative and fundamental techniques is used to further analyze factors that include, but are not limited to: (1) the outlook for asset class return drivers; (2) the probability of sustained returns; (3) absolute and relative valuation 
measures; (4) the impact of economic drivers on asset class assumptions and (5) changes in investor sentiment and liquidity. +Capital market assumptions are reviewed and/or modified at least once a year and are currently as of 2022.

With this publication of House Views, we are upgrading our view of cash to More Attractive. We are also slightly downgrading our view on U.S. large 
caps and slightly upgrading our view of international developed markets.



For domestic use only. All information supplied or obtained from this page is for informational purposes only and should not be considered investment advice or guidance, an offer of or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell a security, or
a recommendation or endorsement by TAS of any security or investment strategy. The information and material presented in this commentary are for general information only and do not specifically address individual investment
objectives, financial situations or the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this commentary and are subject to change without notice. Truist makes no guarantees that information supplied is accurate, complete, or
timely, and does not provide any warranties regarding results obtained from its use. *Real Estate/REITs – Our asset class views can differ at times from our sector strategy as the latter has a much heavier emphasis on price
momentum, whereas fundamentals play a greater role in our asset class views.

Sector
S&P 500 
sector 
weight

Tactical outlook
(3-12M) T F V Comments

Under-
weight

Over-
weight

Industrials 8.3% ● + + - The sector has screened well in our quantitative work as relative price trends have been strong since late last year and 
fundamentals are attractive even though valuations have risen. 

Energy 4.9% ●  -  Energy was the best performing sector in 2022 by a wide margin. Recently, relative price and earning trends have 
deteriorated noticeably, leading us to downgrade the sector.

Financials 11.6% ● + +  Relative price and earnings trends have improved, though not yet to a degree where we would upgrade the sector yet. 
Additionally, an inverted yield curve and the macro environment are risks to the sector.

Materials 2.8% ● +   Technical trends are strong but mixed fundamentals and valuations keep us neutral.

Real Estate* 2.8% ●   + After a tough 2022, technical trends have improved, and the sector continues to screen better in our work.

Consumer Discretionary 10.7% ● - + + Technical trends have improved somewhat but still screen as negative overall in our work, though strong fundamentals 
and attractive valuations make this sector a solid neutral.

Consumer Staples 6.7% ● -   Consumer staples have gotten off to a tough start in 2023 as technical trends have deteriorated along with other more 
defensive areas of the market. Fundamental and valuation trends are mixed.

Health Care 14.5% ●  - - Technical trends are mixed as relative price trends have weakened alongside other more defensive areas of the 
market. Additionally, fundamentals and valuation headwinds persist.

Utilities 2.9% ● -  + The utilities sector, alongside other defensive sectors, has gotten off to a rough start to 2023. Relative prices have 
continued to weakened while fundamentals are mixed.

Information Technology 26.7% ●   - Technology has seen a vast improvement in relative price and earnings trends. And while valuations are not attractive, 
even after last year’s drawdown, the recent improvement warrants an upgrade to neutral.

Communication Services 7.8% ●    The sector, like technology and other growth-oriented areas of the market, has been strong recently but fundamental 
and technical trends remain mixed. 

Sector Strategy
Our work suggests a more neutral sector strategy is appropriate given the lack of clear leadership. With this publication, we are taking gains and 
downgrading the energy sector to neutral from overweight. Energy has been the top performer since we went overweight in February 2021. 
However, relative price trends and earnings have deteriorated. Additionally, we are upgrading the information technology sector to neutral from 
underweight given improved relative price and earnings trends (although the sector remains expensive.)

Last Updated = 2/6/2023

T = Technical. This factor has the greatest focus in our overall methodology with an emphasis on relative price trends 

F = Fundamentals. Includes earnings and sales trends, with an emphasis on recent changes to estimates

V = Valuation. Inputs include current/historical and absolute/relative to the overall market

+ Top Tier, -Bottom Tier,  Middle Tier; Data Source: Truist IAG, FactSet. 
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Securities and insurance products and services: Are not FDIC or any other government agency insured  |  are not bank guaranteed  |  may lose value

Rates (%) 1/31/23 12/31/22 9/30/22 6/30/22 3/31/22
Fed Funds Target 4.50 4.50 3.25 1.75 0.50
Libor, 3-Month 4.81 4.76 3.75 2.28 0.96
T-Bill, 3-Month 4.65 4.41 3.23 1.64 0.51
2-Year Treasury 4.20 4.41 4.20 2.93 2.28
5-Year Treasury 3.63 4.00 4.03 3.00 2.42
10-Year Treasury 3.52 3.87 3.79 2.97 2.32
30-Year Treasury 3.65 3.96 3.76 3.12 2.45
Bloomberg Aggregate (YTW) 4.30 4.68 4.75 3.72 2.92
Bloomberg Municipal Bond Blend 1-15 
Year 2.71 3.18 3.73 2.82 2.36

ICE BofA US High Yield 8.17 8.95 9.58 8.93 6.02
Currencies   1/31/23 12/31/22 9/30/22 6/30/22 3/31/22

Euro ($/€) 1.09 1.07 0.98 1.05 1.11
Yen (¥/$) 130.05 131.95 144.75 135.86 121.37
Pound ($/£) 1.23 1.20 1.12 1.21 1.32

Commodities 1/31/23 12/31/22 9/30/22 6/30/22 3/31/22
Crude Oil (WTI) 78.87 80.26 79.49 105.76 100.28
Gold 1,945 1,826 1,672 1,807 1,954

Volatility 1/31/23 12/31/22 9/30/22 6/30/22 3/31/22
CBOE VIX 19.40 21.67 31.62 28.71 20.56

U.S. style % total returns (S&P indexes)
Month YTD

Value Core Growth Value Core Growth

7.00 6.28 5.62 Large 7.00 6.28 5.62

11.40 9.23 7.12 Mid 11.40 9.23 7.12

11.96 9.49 7.22 Small 11.96 9.49 7.22

S&P 500 sector % total returns

Data Source: Truist IAG, FactSet.
Disclosures – All information is as of title date unless otherwise noted. You cannot invest directly in an index. This document was prepared for clients of Truist Bank for informational purposes only. This material may not be suitable for all investors and may 
not be redistributed in whole or part. Neither Truist Financial Corporation, nor any affiliates make any representation or warranties as to the accuracy or merit of this analysis for individual use. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources 
believed to be reliable, but are not guaranteed. Comments and general statistics are based on information available at the time of writing and believed to be accurate; are for informational purposes only, are not intended as individual or specific advice, may 
not represent the opinions of the entire firm and may not be relied upon for future investing. The views expressed may change at any time. The information provided in this report should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any financial
instrument, product or service sponsored or provided by Truist Financial Corporation or its affiliates or agents. Investors are advised to consult with their investment professional about their specific financial needs and goals before making any investment 
decisions. Past returns are not indicative of future results. An investment cannot be made into an index. ©2020 Truist Financial Corporation. and Truist are service marks of Truist Financial Corporation. All rights reserved. 

Index % Total Return MTD QTD YTD 1 Yr
MSCI ACWI (net) 7.17 7.17 7.17 -7.99
S&P 500 6.28 6.28 6.28 -8.22
MSCI EAFE (net) 8.10 8.10 8.10 -2.83
MSCI Emerging Markets (net) 7.90 7.90 7.90 -12.12
Dow Jones Industrials 2.93 2.93 2.93 -0.92
Bloomberg Commodity Index -0.49 -0.49 -0.49 6.20
Bloomberg Aggregate 3.08 3.08 3.08 -8.36
ICE BofA US High Yield 3.91 3.91 3.91 -5.14

Bloomberg Municipal Bond Blend 1-15 Year 2.25 2.25 2.25 -1.42

ICE BofA Global Government xUS (USD 
Unhedged) 2.96 2.96 2.96 -17.55

ICE BofA Global Government xUS (USD 
Hedged) 1.50 1.50 1.50 -9.17
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3.4% 3.3%
3.7% 3.6%

2.9%

-3.1%

6.1%

3.4%
2.9%

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

IMF global economic growth estimates 

China’s re-opening and milder weather in Europe lead to slight uptick in IMF 
growth estimates, though outlook still relatively weak
Global monetary conditions are expected to remain tight given the fight against inflation, and Russia’s war in Ukraine is still a source of uncertainty.
China’s re-opening is bolstering optimism in Asian economic growth rates. In Europe, with a milder-than-expected winter, recession fears have subsided.

Data source: Truist IAG, IMF, Bloomberg

Estimates

Worst economic growth since 1980

Best economic growth since 1980

2.1%
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Economic data surprises – Milder weather positive for European economies 

Among the major economic regions, Europe has surprised to the upside. Tourist activity, especially in the Mediterranean economies, showed noticeable 
improvement, with milder weather reducing the risk of an energy crisis during the winter months. 

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg, data as of 1/31/2023
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Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg

Overall global inflation is cooling but remains elevated
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Number of central banks hiking minus easing

EM DM

Lagged effects of higher rates still likely to weigh on global economy

With the Federal Reserve (Fed) closer to the end of 
its tightening cycle, there’s been a deceleration in 
rate hikes. For example, the Bank of Canada raised 
its policy rate to 4.5% and signaled a “conditional 
pause” as it monitors economic and inflation trends. 
Still, there are the lagged effects from the most 
aggressive global tightening cycle in decades, and 
policy rates will likely remain at high levels. Plus, 
ongoing reductions in central bank balance sheets 
are a headwind to growth.

Data source: Truist IAG, Haver. Series constructed using predominantly countries in the MSCI All Country World Index
EM = Emerging markets; DM = Developed markets
Past performance does not guarantee future results.

Net hiking

Net easing



Data source: Truist IAG, FactSet

Global bond yield curves inverted, indicating risks remain
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U.S. dollar now oversold and expected to stabilize near term

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg

U.S. dollar = U.S. Dollar Index
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Geopolitical risks to continue shaping 2023

Source: Truist IAG

Risks persist: 

• A leaked memo from a 
U.S. general warns of 
a possible war with 
China in 2025 over a 
conflict in Taiwan. 

• The U.S. moved closer 
to imposing a total ban 
on tech sales to 
Huawei, a major 
Chinese telecom group. 

• The Philippines granted 
the U.S. access to four 
military bases, pushing 
back against China. 

• The Netherlands and 
Japan restricted 
advanced chip exports 
to China.

• The U.S. is extending a 
program allowing Hong 
Kong citizens facing 
repression to remain in 
the U.S.  

China / U.S.

Ukrainian forces continue 
to push east, recapturing 
east of Kharkiv. 

• Modern battle tanks are 
expected to arrive in 
Ukraine soon, and the 
debate to send fighter 
jets has started.   

• NATO established four 
new battlegroups 
stationed in Bulgaria, 
Hungary, Romania, and 
Slovakia and added 
troops in Eastern 
Europe. 

• Finland and Sweden’s 
joint bid to join NATO is 
on hold due to Turkey’s 
opposition against 
Sweden. Finland may 
decide to join alone.   

Russia & Ukraine

The U.S. debt ceiling is 
the new battleground 
since the midterm election 
resulted in a split 
government.

• Since 1960, the debt 
ceiling has been 
amended 78 times and, 
in many cases, 
negotiations ran until 
the last minute, risking 
a prolonged 
government shutdown, 
or more importantly, a 
default on legal 
obligations.

• Current revenues are 
expected to cover only 
80% of spending. The 
U.S. fiscal deficit is 
projected to be 5.5% of 
GDP in 2022 and 4.5% 
in 2023.

U.S.

The ECB seems to be 
more hawkish than the 
Fed after raising the 
deposit rate by another 
half point. 

U.K. 
• Hundreds of thousands 

of U.K. public sector 
workers are on strike 
demanding higher 
wages. 

Germany
• Germany ruled out 

sending fighter jets to 
Ukraine but reluctantly 
approved tanks.

Italy & France
• France and Italy 

decided to join forces in 
supplying air defense 
systems to Ukraine.

Europe

In Israel, Benjamin 
Netanyahu returned to the 
premiership. His Likud 
party formed a five-legged 
coalition, including a 
small, ultra-nationalist 
party. 

• Israel’s drone attack hit 
an Iranian military 
facility in Isfahan. 

The U.S. publicly 
identified Iran as the 
primary supplier of drones 
to Russia to be used in 
Ukraine. 

In Egypt, the deepening 
economic crisis led to a 
steep fall in its currency, 
impacting the availability 
of imported basic goods 
due to shortages in 
foreign currencies.  

Middle East



U.S. economy is expected to weaken in 2023

The labor market remains strong but the sharp increase in interest rates is likely to result in slower growth later in 2023, making the U.S. vulnerable to a  
slowdown. While it isn’t necessarily inevitable, our base case is a 2023 recession. 

Data source: Truist IAG, Bureau of Economic Analysis, IHS Markit. Change in real gross domestic product year over year, actual for 2010 through 4Q2022. 

f = Truist IAG forecast for 2023
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Consumers’ balance sheets still relatively healthy given a significant portion 
of excess savings remain and low debt service ratios
While household savings levels have come down from their 2021 peak, all income quartiles are carrying excess savings compared to pre-pandemic 
levels. Similarly, the debt service ratio is up from the pandemic lows but remains well below the longer-term average and is considerably below previous 
levels just prior to recessionary periods. 

Data source: Truist IAG, Haver, Federal Reserve Board. Excess household savings calculated by Federal Reserve Board; quarterly data through 2Q2022. Household debt service payments as percentage of disposable 
(after-tax) personal income; quarterly data through 3Q2022
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Labor market remains strong likely resulting in Fed policy tighter for longer

The blockbuster January employment report saw over 500,000 jobs created. The unemployment rate moved down to just 3.4%, the lowest since 1969. 
The extreme tightness in the labor market suggests the Fed will need to keep rates higher for longer to tame inflation.

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg, Department of Labor. 
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The most aggressive Fed tightening in 40 years is set to weigh on the 
economy in 2023

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg
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Federal Reserve no longer behind the curve but monetary policy is still 
expected to get tighter
The Federal Reserve’s (Fed) target rate is currently at 4.75%, which is now above their favorite inflation gauge, core prices for personal consumption 
expenditures. 

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg; core PCE monthly data through December 2022, upper bound of Fed funds target rate through February 1, 2023. The core inflation gauge is the personal consumption expenditures 
(PCE) price Index, excluding food & energy. 
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Yield curve inversions suggest elevated recession risk

The 3-month/10-year yield curve, the Fed’s preferred curve-related gauge, inverted in late October for the first time this cycle. Simultaneously, the 2-
year/10-year curve is enduring its deepest inversion since 1981. Based on the average path following past inversions, this would suggest elevated 
recession risks in the back half of 2023.

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg. One basis point = 0.01%.

Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Credit card rates spike as balances jump back to prior trend

Higher interest rates have propelled consumer interest rates to multi-decade highs. Credit card rates spiked to 19.1%, while card balances have 
essentially climbed back to the pre-pandemic trend. 

Data source: Truist IAG, Haver, Federal Reserve Board, Bureau of Economic Analysis; monthly data through December 2022 for the credit card interest rate and through November 2022 for credit balances.
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Tale of two consumers – Low-end borrowers getting squeezed by higher 
rates, while prime borrowers generally aren’t pinched
Credit card rates spiked to 19.1% and used auto loan rates reached 14.4%. However, many prime borrowers are feeling little or no impact since they tend 
to carry modest balances on cards and new auto rates are at 5.5%. Similarly, effective mortgage rates for most homeowners remain roughly three 
percentage points below new mortgage rates. 

Data source: Truist IAG, Haver, Federal Reserve Board, Bureau of Economic Analysis; monthly data through December 2022.
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Consumer Price Index scenarios

Consumer inflation scenarios – Wide range of outcomes but expect it to 
trend toward 3% to 4%
The year-over-year (YoY) rate of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) slipped to 6.5% in December, down considerably from 9.1% in June. The month-over-
month (MoM) pace fell -0.1%, cooling for the sixth straight month. Below are several scenarios of how it might unfold over the coming year. For instance, 
if the pace of CPI was unchanged (0%) MoM for the next 12 months, it would equate to a 0.0% YoY rate in December 2023. Or, if the MoM pace 
accelerated to 1.0% per month, it would swell to 12.7% YoY. We expect 0.275% per month during 2023, which would be 3.7% YoY in December 2023. 

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg, Bureau of Labor Statistics; actual monthly data through December 2022; calculated scenarios and Truist IAG forecast through December 2023.
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Ups ide  r i sks

Economy avoids recession and much softer inflation

Earnings hold up better than expected

Improvement in China’s economy boosts global economy

Progress on Russia/Ukraine war

Depressed sentiment/light positioning propel stocks higher

2023 – S&P 500 base case & upside/downside risks

Base  case

S&P 500 estimated range = 3400 to 4300

Choppy trading range that provides tactical opportunities

U.S. moves into recession; further downside to earnings

Valuations far from compelling considering macro risks

Relative value below market’s surface Downs ide  r i sks

Steeper and longer recession

Valuations overshoot to the downside

Inflation stays sticky; Fed raises rates higher than expected

Earnings weaker than expected

Geopolitical risks escalate



Risk/reward less favorable after bounce

Following the rebound, stocks are now trading closer 
to the upper-end of our 2023 range of 3400-4300.
• The S&P 500 currently trades at 18.0x forward 

consensus earnings estimates vs. the peak non-
pandemic level of 18.5x over the past decade.

• Although light positioning and fear of missing out 
could cause an upside overshoot, we view the 
market’s current risk/reward as less favorable.

Data source: Truist IAG, FactSet. Past performance does not guarantee future results. 
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YTD gains strong but close to where market levels were in December

Data source: Truist IAG, ICI, FactSet. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Worst-performing stocks of 2022 trouncing market, while best performers 
lagging by a wide margin

January is often viewed as a reversion month, where 
the worst performers bounce back. However, this 
year, we are seeing this impact on steroids, given the 
sharp losses experienced by many stocks last year.

• In fact, the 50 worst-performing stocks of 2022 are 
up an average of 20.1% YTD, while the 50 best-
performing stocks from last year are up an 
average of only 1.7%.

• Remarkably, all 50 of last year’s worst performers 
are up in 2023, suggesting indiscriminate buying.

We view this as most likely a short-term reversion of 
oversold stocks as opposed to new market leadership 
or a fundamental shift.

Data source: Truist IAG, ICI, FactSet. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Market valuations expanding as forward earnings make an 11-month low

The entire gain for the S&P 500 since the mid-
October market low has been driven by a rising P/E, 
as analysts’ earnings estimates continue to move 
lower.
While this is typical during the early stages of a new 
bull market, since prices tend to advance well before 
earnings and the economy turn up, we remain 
skeptical. We expect the sharp Fed rate hikes of the 
past year to weigh on economic growth as we move 
later into 2023.
.

Data source: Truist IAG, FactSet. 

Past performance does not guarantee future results
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Above-average valuation is not warranted given above-average macro risk

The S&P 500’s forward P/E has jumped back to 
18.0x, near the peak level of 18.0x-18.5x it traded to 
over the past decade, outside of the pandemic highs. 
Moreover, we still see downside risk to forward 
earnings estimates while the 10-year U.S. Treasury 
yield is significantly above the 2.1% average of the 
past decade.
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Data source: Truist IAG, FactSet. 

Past performance does not guarantee future results.



We see relative value below the market’s surface 

The average stock, as proxied by the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index, is trading at a reasonable forward P/E of 15.5x, and relative performance continues to 
improve. This benchmark gives an equal weighting to each stock in the index. Therefore, it is less influenced by a few mega cap growth stocks that are 
still trading at more expensive valuations. 

Data source: Truist IAG, FactSet. Left chart: S&P 500 Equal Weight Index is represented by the Invesco S&P 500 Equal Weight ETF.
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Outperformance for the international developed markets at an extreme

After a long period of significant underperformance, 
international developed markets have rebounded 
sharply over the past several months. The one-two 
punch of a much warmer winter in Europe, helping to 
avoid an energy crisis, followed by the abrupt and 
unexpected reopening of China provided a positive 
shock for international markets. 
However, three-month outperformance is at its most 
extreme level in more than a decade. Thus, a period 
of consolidation is likely.

Data source: Truist IAG, FactSet, MSCI. S&P. International developed markets = MSCI EAFE
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China’s backdrop improved but market now at a short-term extreme 

China unexpectedly and seemingly overnight shifted 
its COVID policy. Subsequently, markets rebounded 
in a V-shaped fashion. This also presents one of the 
challenges with investing in China – policy 
uncertainty, which could lead to wide swings in both 
directions.
While the reopening of the economy should be 
supportive, on a short-term basis, a lot of good news 
is already priced in with stocks having their strongest 
three-month gains since 2009.

Data source: Truist IAG, Haver, FactSet. EM price index = MSCI Emerging Markets Price Index

Past performance does not guarantee future results
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Less compelling

Following rally, recommend patience before major duration shifts

Since late October, the 10-year U.S. Treasury yield 
has fallen 75 basis points equating to a roughly 8% 
total return. In the near term, we would view a move 
in the 10-year yield above 4% or below 3% as 
approaching the high and low end of its expected 
trading range. 

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg

Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Stock-bond correlation is normalizing

In 2022, Fed policy tightening negatively impacted 
most major asset classes, breaking down the 
traditional inverse relationship between U.S. stocks 
and bonds. As the Fed pauses its aggressive rate 
hike campaign, we expect core fixed income to 
provide portfolio ballast more consistently.

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg.

Stocks = S&P 500 Index; Bonds = Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index

Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Fed hike expectations creating value in front end of the curve for passive 
income seekers
The highest U.S. Treasury yields currently reside between 3-month and 2-year maturities, creating a compelling entry point for passive income investors 
seeking productive, high-quality opportunities. A short-dated, laddered structure in this region of the curve offers the opportunity to make routine 
reinvestment decisions while generating the highest income stream in roughly 15 years.

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg

Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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As Fed influence and inflation worries fade, longer-term bonds should 
provide portfolio ballast
High quality fixed income with greater interest rate sensitivity (i.e., longer duration) tends to provide better performance as the U.S. economy decelerates. 
Following historic losses in 2022, the forward-looking total return outlook for longer duration, high quality fixed income has improved significantly. The end 
of Fed rate hikes, easing inflation, and slower growth should support better total returns in core fixed income.

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg. PMI is defined as an index of the prevailing direction of economic trends in the manufacturing sector.

*On October 24, Truist Wealth’s IAG upgraded its House Views of duration from Neutral to More Favorable.

Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Debt ceiling debate will fuel volatility, but U.S. default highly unlikely

Congress will need to raise the statutory debt ceiling 
by mid-summer to avert the first U.S. default in 
history. Ultimately, we expect legislators to reach an 
agreement to raise the debt ceiling. However, we are 
prepared for brinksmanship tactics and eleventh-hour 
negotiations to fuel volatility as the deadline 
approaches.

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg.

Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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2011 debt ceiling standoff – yields plummeted, rate volatility spiked

2011 also hosted contentious debates centered on the debt ceiling. Around the July 2011 deadline, U.S. Treasury yields plummeted, rate volatility spiked, 
liquidity deteriorated, and gold rallied as investors fled to safe-haven assets. Additionally, the S&P 500 declined roughly 17%. A similar standoff in D.C. 
this summer would likely fuel concerns reminiscent of 2011.

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg

Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Remain underweight credit –
Spreads are susceptible to widening as economy slows
Investment grade and high yield credit spreads do not adequately reflect today’s rising economic risks. We expect slower growth and rising default rates, 
particularly in high yield bonds, to lead to further spread widening this year. At that point, better tactical opportunities for new investment should emerge.

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg

Past performance does not guarantee future results
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Muni yields still elevated, but rich versus taxables

In January, AAA-rated munis became more expensive relative to U.S. Treasuries as a result of very sluggish issuance and stable demand. Still, absolute 
yields remain somewhat elevated compared to post-pandemic averages. While we expect supply dynamics to improve later this year, a light muni 
issuance calendar may keep valuations relatively rich in the very near term.

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg. Interest income may be subject to the federal alternative minimum 
tax. Other state and local taxes may apply. Assumed federal tax rate of 37%.

Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Advisory managed account programs entail risks, including possible loss of principal and may not be suitable for all 
investors. Please speak to your advisor to request a firm brochure which includes program details, including risks, fees 
and expenses.

International investments are subject to special risks, such as political unrest, economic instability, and currency fluctuations. 
Emerging Markets – Investing in the securities of such companies and countries involves certain considerations not usually 
associated with investing in developed countries, including unstable political and economic conditions, adverse geopolitical 
developments, price volatility, lack of liquidity, and fluctuations in currency exchange rate.

Truist Wealth is a name used by Truist Financial Corporation.  Banking products and services, including loans, deposit accounts,
trust and investment management services provided by Truist Bank, Member FDIC. Securities, brokerage accounts, 
insurance/annuities offered by Truist Investment Services, Inc. member FINRA, SIPC, and a licensed insurance agency where 
applicable.  Life insurance products offered by referral to Truist Insurance Holdings, Inc. and affiliates.  Investment advisory
services offered by Truist Advisory Services, Inc., Sterling Capital Management, LLC, and affiliated SEC registered investment 
advisers.  Sterling Capital Funds advised by Sterling Capital Management, LLC. While this information is believed to be accurate, 
Truist Financial Corporation, including its affiliates, does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of, or otherwise 
endorse these analyses or market data.

While this information is believed to be accurate, Truist Financial Corporation, including its affiliates, does not guarantee the 
accuracy, completeness or timeliness of, or otherwise endorse these analyses or market data. 

The opinions and information contained herein have been obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable, but Truist 
Financial Corporation makes no representation or guarantee as to their timeliness, accuracy or completeness or for their fitness
for any particular purpose. The information contained herein does not purport to be a complete analysis of any security, company, 
or industry involved.  This material is not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. 

Opinions and information expressed herein are subject to change without notice. TIS and/or its affiliates, including your Advisor, 
may have issued materials that are inconsistent with or may reach different conclusions than those represented in this 
commentary, and all opinions and information are believed to be reflective of judgments and opinions as of the date that material 
was originally published.  TIS is under no obligation to ensure that other materials are brought to the attention of any recipient of 
this commentary.  

Comments regarding tax implications are informational only. Truist and its representatives do not provide tax or legal advice. You 
should consult your individual tax or legal professional before taking any action that may have tax or legal consequences.

Investments involve risk and an investor may incur either profits or losses. Past performance should not be taken as an indication 
or guarantee of future performance. 

TIS/TAS shall accept no liability for any loss arising from the use of this material, nor shall TIS/TAS treat any recipient of this 
material as a customer or client simply by virtue of the receipt of this material. 

The information herein is for persons residing in the United States of America only and is not intended for any person in any other 
jurisdiction. 

Investors may be prohibited in certain states from purchasing some over-the-counter securities mentioned herein. 

The information contained in this material is produced and copyrighted by Truist Financial Corporation and any unauthorized use,
duplication, redistribution or disclosure is prohibited by law.   

TIS/TAS’s officers, employees, agents and/or affiliates may have positions in securities, options, rights, or warrants mentioned or 
discussed in this material.

Asset classes are represented by the following indexes. An investment cannot be made directly into an index. 

S&P 500 Index is comprised of 500 widely-held securities considered to be representative of the stock market in general.

Equity is represented by the MSCI ACWI captures large and mid cap representation across 23 Developed Markets (DM) and 24 
Emerging Markets (EM) countries*. With 2,897 constituents, the index covers approximately 85% of the global investable equity
opportunity set 

Fixed Income is represented by the Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Index. The index measures the performance of the U.S. 
investment grade bond market. The index invests in a wide spectrum of public, investment-grade, taxable, fixed income securities
in the United States – including government, corporate, and international dollar-denominated bonds, as well as mortgage-backed 
and asset-backed securities, all with maturities of more than 1 year. 

Commodities are represented by the Bloomberg Commodity Index which is a composition of futures contracts on physical 
commodities. It currently includes a diversified mix of commodities in five sectors including energy, agriculture, industrial metals, 
precious metals and livestock. The weightings of the commodities are calculated in accordance with rules that ensure that the
relative proportion of each of the underlying individual commodities reflects its global economic significance and market liquidity. 

Cash is represented by the ICE BofA U.S. Treasury Bill 3 Month Index which is a subset of the ICE BofA 0-1 Year U.S. Treasury 
Index including all securities with a remaining term to final maturity less than 3 months. 

U.S. Large Cap Equity is represented by the S&P 500 Index which is an unmanaged index comprised of 500 widely-held 
securities considered to be representative of the stock market in general. 

U.S. Mid Cap is represented by the S&P MidCap 400® provides investors with a benchmark for mid-sized companies. The index, 
which is distinct from the large-cap S&P 500®, measures the performance of mid-sized companies, reflecting the distinctive risk 
and return characteristics of this market segment. 

U.S. Small Cap Core Equity is represented by the S&P 600 Small Cap Index which is a measure of the performance of the small-
cap segment of the U.S. equity universe

International Developed Markets is represented by the MSCI EAFE Index is an equity index which captures large and mid cap 
representation across 21 Developed Markets countries* around the world, excluding the U.S. and Canada. With 799 constituents,
the index covers approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization in each country. Emerging Markets is 
represented by the MSCI Emerging Markets Index captures large and mid cap representation across 24 Emerging Markets (EM) 
countries*. With 1,386 constituents, the index covers approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization in each
country. 

Value is represented by the S&P 500 Value Index which is a subset of stocks in the S&P 500 that have the properties of value 
stocks. 

Growth is represented by the S&P 500 Growth Index which is a subset of stocks in the S&P 500 that have the properties of 
growth stocks.
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U.S. Government Bonds are represented by the Bloomberg U.S. Government Index which is an unmanaged index comprised of 
all publicly issued, non-convertible domestic debt of the U.S. government or any agency thereof, or any quasi-federal corporation 
and of corporate debt guaranteed by the U.S. government 
U.S. Mortgage-Backed Securities are represented by the Bloomberg U.S. Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS) Index which covers 
agency mortgage-backed pass-through securities (both fixed-rate and hybrid ARM) issued by Ginnie Mae (GNMA), Fannie Mae 
(FNMA), and Freddie Mac (FHLMC). 
U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bonds are represented by the Bloomberg U.S. Corporate Investment Grade Index which is an 
unmanaged index consisting of publicly issued U.S. Corporate and specified foreign debentures and secured notes that are rated 
investment grade (Baa3/BBB- or higher) by at least two ratings agencies, have at least one year to final maturity and have at 
least $250 million par amount outstanding. 
The S&P U.S. REIT index measures the investable universe of publicly traded real estate investment trusts domiciled in the 
United States
U.S. High Yield Corp is represented by the ICE BofA U.S. High Yield Index tracks the performance of below investment grade, 
but not in default, U.S. dollar denominated corporate bonds publicly issued in the U.S. domestic market, and includes issues with 
a credit rating of BBB or below, as rated by Moody’s and S&P. 
Floating Rate Bank Loans are represented by the Morningstar LSTA Leveraged Loan 100 Index. The index represents tradable, 
senior-secured, U.S.-dollar-denominated non-investment-grade loans. 
Global Equity is represented by the MSCI All World Country (ACWI) Index which is defined as a free float-adjusted market 
capitalization-weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of developed and emerging markets. 
The MSCI ACWI Index consists of 48 country indices comprising 24 developed markets countries and 24 emerging markets 
countries. 
Emerging Markets Equity is represented by the MSCI EM Index which is defined as a free float-adjusted market capitalization 
index that is designed to measure equity market performance of emerging markets countries 
Intermediate Term Municipal Bonds are represented by the Bloomberg Municipal Bond Blend 1-15 Year (1-17 Yr) is an 
unmanaged index of municipal bonds with a minimum credit rating of at least Baa, issued as part of a deal of at least $50 million, 
that have a maturity value of at least $5 million and a maturity range of 12 to 17 years.
U.S. Core Taxable Bonds are represented by the Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based flagship benchmark 
that measures the investment grade, U.S. dollar-denominated, fixed-rate taxable bond market. The index includes Treasuries, 
government-related and corporate securities, MBS (agency fixed-rate and hybrid ARM pass-throughs), ABS and CMBS (agency 
and non-agency). 
EU Corporate is represented by the Bloomberg Euro-Aggregate Corporates Index which is a benchmark that measures the 
corporate component of the Euro Aggregate Index and includes investment grade, euro-denominated, fixed-rate securities.
U.S. Government Bonds are represented by the Bloomberg U.S. Government Index which is an unmanaged index comprised of 
all publicly issued, non-convertible domestic debt of the U.S. government or any agency thereof, or any quasi-federal corporation 
and of corporate debt guaranteed by the U.S. government. 
U.S. IG Corporate Bonds are represented by the Bloomberg U.S. Corporate Bond Index measures the investment grade, fixed-
rate, taxable corporate bond market. It includes U.S.D denominated securities publicly issued by U.S. and non-U.S. industrial, 
utility and financial issuers. 
U.S. High Yield Corporate Bonds are represented by the ICE BofA U.S. HY Index which is an index that tracks U.S. dollar 
denominated debt below investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the U.S. domestic market. 
S&P 500 Information Technology Index – a capitalization-weighted index that is composed of those companies included in the 
S&P 500 that are classified as members of the information technology sector based on GICS® classification.
S&P 500 Financials Index – a capitalization-weighted index that is composed of those companies included in the S&P 500 that 
are classified as members of the financials sector based on GICS® classification.

S&P 500 Energy Index – a capitalization-weighted index that is composed of those companies included in the S&P 500 that are 
classified as members of the energy sector based on GICS® classification.
S&P 500 Materials Index – a capitalization-weighted index that is composed of those companies included in the S&P 500 that are 
classified as members of the materials sector based on GICS® classification.
S&P 500 Industrials Index – a capitalization-weighted index that is composed of those companies included in the S&P 500 that 
are classified as members of the industrials sector based on GICS® classification.
S&P 500 Consumer Discretionary Index – a capitalization-weighted index that is composed of those companies included in the 
S&P 500 that are classified as members of the consumer discretionary sector based on GICS® classification.
S&P 500 Communication Services Index – a capitalization-weighted index that is composed of those companies included in the 
S&P 500 that are classified as members of the communication services sector based on GICS® classification.
S&P 500 Utilities Index – a capitalization-weighted index that is composed of those companies included in the S&P 500 that are 
classified as members of the utilities sector based on GICS® classification.
S&P 500 Consumer Staples Index – a capitalization-weighted index that is composed of those companies included in the S&P 
500 that are classified as members of the consumer staples sector based on GICS® classification.
S&P 500 Health Care Index – a capitalization-weighted index that is composed of those companies included in the S&P 500 that 
are classified as members of the health care sector based on GICS® classification.
S&P 500 Real Estate Index – a capitalization-weighted index that is composed of those companies included in the S&P 500 that 
are classified as members of the real estate sector based on GICS® classification.
Investing in commodities is speculative and involves a high degree of risk and not suitable for all investors.
Hedge funds often engage in leveraging and speculative investment practices that may increase the risk of investment loss, can 
be highly illiquid, and are not required to provide periodic pricing or valuation information to investors. 
Hedge funds may involve complex tax structures and delays in distributing tax information. Hedge funds are not subject to the
same regulatory requirements as mutual funds and often charge higher fees.   Investing in commodities is speculative and 
involves a high degree of risk and not suitable for all investors. You could lose all or a substantial portion of your investment.
The HFRI Fund Weighted Composite Index which is a global, equal-weighted index of single-manager funds that report to HFR Database. Constituent 
funds report monthly net of all fees performance in US Dollar and have a minimum of $50 Million under management or a twelve (12) month track 
record of active performance. 
The HFRI Macro (Total) Index includes managers with a broad range of strategies in which the investment process in predicated on movements in 
underlying economic variables and the impact these have on equity, fixed income, hard currency, and commodities markets.

Alternative strategies are not suitable for all investors. Many alternative strategies use sophisticated and aggressive techniques. 
Certain alternative strategies may be tied to hard assets such as commodities, currencies and real estate and may be subject to 
greater volatility as they may be affected by overall market movements, changes in interest rates of factors affecting a particular 
or currency, and international economic, political, and regulatory developments.
Investing in commodities is speculative and involves a high degree of risk and not suitable for all investors.
Truist, Truist®, GFO Advisory Services®, BB&T® and Sterling Capital® are service marks of Truist Financial Corporation. All 
rights reserved. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
©2022 Truist Financial Corporation. Truist®, the Truist logo, and Truist purple are service marks of Truist Financial Corporation. 
All rights reserved.
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